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bac 5730 t shot peen psd all models bac 5730 1 d shot peen forming psd all models 6 12 bac 5730 2 d shot peening self contained psd all models 6 8 bac 5736 aa application of chemical solvent resistant
finishes psd all models psd for 767 only 6 198 psd for 787 only bac 5748 v abrasive cleaning deburring and finishing, this document is not a replacement for any boeing controlled documents it is intended as a reference for the applicability of specifications and their deviations that are authorized by the d1 4426 bac 5753 cleaning bac 5730 shot peening, bac 5021 cadmium plating obsolete superseded by bac 5701 n a inactive bac 5022 sulfuric acid anodic films psds6 9 psds6 10 psds6 14 psds6 15 psds6 16 psds6 17 psds9 1 active h bac 5047 fluid tight fastener installation psds6 91 psds6 92 psds6 95 psds9 2 psds6 103 psds6 102 active k bac 5117 electrical bonding, bac 5300 established in 1975 the institute for legislative action ila is the lobbying arm of the national rifle association of america ila is responsible for preserving the right of all law abiding individuals in the legislative political and legal arenas to purchase possess and use firearms for legitimate purposes as guaranteed by, bac 5337 application of non structural wet lay up plies to composite panels bac5412 insulating and joining air ducts bac 5432 casting and potting with resins bac 5434 rigid urethane foam in place plastics bac 5481 processing of fluoropolymers bac 5503 sealing sandwich assemblies bac 5504 integral fuel tank structure sealing bac, boeing bac 5730 bac 5951 bac 5730 1 dps 4 999 boeing d 1 4426 bac 5730 bac, boeing company abrasive cleaning bac 5748 abrasive cleaning ps 12040 alkaline cleaning bac 5749 alkaline cleaning ps 12030 anodize hp 4 2 anodize hp 4 35 shot peen bac 5730 shot peen dps 4 999 shot peen hp 4 36 shot peen ps 14023 shot peen flap peen bac 5730 2 silver plate bac 5715 silver plate dps 4 999, qualifies to sae amis 2432d boeing bac 5730 and amis 2430 amis 2430 requires use of the end stops on the 2 almen gage the electronics inc 2 almen gage check block and numbered almen strips with coverage check finish, boeing approved oms as defined in processor requirements sec 6 15 2 chromic acid anodizing class 1 and 3 specification number qualit system bac 3632 bac 5632 sac bac 5730 bac chem testing astm 8 117 commodity none none none none none none none none none none shot peening bac 5730 r boeing bac 5736 w boeing bac 5735 r boeing bac 5765 w boeing bac 5786 m boeing bac 5845 r boeing bac 5880 e boeing bac 5882 k boeing bac 5946 aa boeing bac5034 n boeing bac5037 u boeing bacd 2097 aa boeing bms 10 11 ac boeing bms 10 60 w boeing bms 10 79 r boeing bms, boeing bac 5730 rev n shot peening boeing bac 5744 rev g manual cleaning bac 5746 rev 1 nickel plating electrodeposited boeing bac 5748 rev r abrasive cleaning deburring and finishing boeing bac 5749 rev u alkaline cleaning boeing bac 5750 rev 1 solvent cleaning boeing bac 5751, boeing d1 4426 chromic acid anodize dps 11 01 3 boeing d1 4426 chromic acid anodize mil a 8625 type i boeing d1 4426 chromic acid anodize ps13201 type i class 1 boeing d1 4426 sulfuric acid anodize d6 5000 f 14 2992 on 2024 6061 and 7075 alloys boeing d6 5000 appendix a sulfuric acid anodize bac 5022, boeing commercial airplane bac 5730 hp4 36 dps4 999 amis s 13165 ps14023 boeing helicopter bac 5730 goodrich cpc 6400 dresser rand erickson air crane co europe american aviation safety agency easa 145 4559 faa repair station ct kj1r272k general electric aviation p11tf3 p11tf4 p11tf5 p11tf8 general electric energy p11c ag4 p11c ag5, qualifies to sae amis 2432d and boeing bac 5730 also qualifies to amis 2430 which requires use of the end stops on the 2 almen gage gage calibration services almen gages should be calibrated annually to assure proper performance we can perform all the necessary measurements to ensure compliance to standard or special almen gage requirements, boeing bac 5730 sp grenaillage shot peening boeing bac 5730 2 flapper peening grenaillage contenu shot peening self contained boeing bac 5746 ni plaquage au nickel lectrodpos nickel plating electrodeposited boeing bac 5804 1 ti cad plaquage de titane cadmium bas potentiel de fragilisation, bac 5300 bac 5300, iso 9001 2015 and as9100 d registered boeing bac 5730 amp di 4426 amis 2430 amis s 13165 mil s 13165 bombardier baps 185 002 b f goodrich lord corporation, bac 5730 r shot peening bac 5751 1 standard for cleaning descaling and surface preparation of ferrous alloys bac 5753 u standard for cleaning descaling and surface preparation of titanium amp titanium alloys boeing web document spec revision title sub contract specification revision level boeing ps21211 3 h, boeing specifications page 1 of 6 for programs 737 747 757 767 777 787 kc 135 spec rev title jun 2010 updated performed by gkn in house as well as, boeing commercial aircraft saturation shot peeningbac 5730 boeing commercial aircraft bac 5730 1 peen
forming bombardier aerospace saturation shot peening of metal parts baps 185 002 bombardier aerospace baps 185 003 peen forming of metal parts bombardier dehavilland saturation shot peening for depps 17 03 havilland, bac 5730 boeing other proprietary specifications 3 health and safety available in 25 kg and 12.5 kg conical cans to prevent musculoskeletal disorders and with plastic coated metallic handle for easy and safe handling, per 5730 2 rev d a modified flap assembly can be used to roto peen radii lt 375 rev c and gt 093 rev d nothing is noted regarding the roto peen technique specifics i.e. rpm mandrel angle flap assembly size masking etc after several communications with boeing experts we are still struggling to achieve coverage in small radii, gt baiker metal finishing pte ltd has been very pleased to receive the boeing approval bac 5730 the approval procedure exercised by the manufacturer boeing is probably one of the strictest known in the industry since peening is declared to be a special process all aspects involved are supervised in a detailed manner, boeing bac 5730 bac 5951 bac 5730 1 dps 4 999 boeing d 1 4426 bac 5730 bac 5951 dps 4 999 am 2430 am 13165 p s 14023 hp4 36 bombardier faa easa Collins aerospace am 2430 am 13165 hs102 hs67 hs2062 pn 14 30, flapspeed tool referenced in boeing bac 5730 2 rev d published 08 01 2018 publié dans prix produits shockform is excited to inform you that boeings newly released specification bac5730 2 rev d now allows flapper peening without almen strips and saturation curve when using the flapspeed controller, industrial metal cleaning provides a variety of metal peening and vibratory cleaning and polishing on site services including aerospace certified metal cleaning and industrial metal shop services call us today at 314 621 4209, we would like to show you a description here but the site wont allow us, o m p m list of certifications tps 1001 aermacchi tps 1017 aermacchi tps 1020 aermacchi tps 9046 aermacchi tps 9055, boeing paint bac 5710 grove ok boeing chem film bac 5719 grove ok boeing paint bac 5720 grove ok boeing strip paint bac 5725 grove ok boeing shot peen bac 5730 grove ok boeing paint bac 5736 grove ok boeing abrasive clean bac 5748 grove ok boeing alkaline cleaning bac 5749 grove ok boeing solvent clean bac 5750 grove ok, boeing bac 5730 shot peening 500 boeing bac 5753 cleaning descaling of titanium method ii only 510 boeing bac 5793 application corrosion resistant finish for integral fuel tanks manual touch up excluded for requiring approval 392 boeing bac 5821 hard anodizing class 1 and 2 308 boeing bac 5861 phosphate fluoride, flapspeed tool referenced in boeing bac 5730 2 rev d 1 bamboo airways signe pour 20 boeing 787 9 l governo d avala quando entre boeing e embaer a aes 1 will boeing be first with hypersonic plane 1 boeing 100 1 ifly boeing 747 400 , painting process for boeing primer bms 10 11 type i bac 5736 topcoat bms 10 11 type ii bac 5736 epoxy primer bms 10 79 bac 5882 bac 5730 self-contained shot peen flapper penning for boeing bac5730 2 assembly process for boeing sealing general bac5000 installation of permanent fasteners bac5004, qualifies to sae am 2432c and boeing bac 5730 qualifies to am 2430 which requires use of end stops on a 2 almen gage learn more about the ei almen gage including its patented magnetic grip and foolproof end stops, bac 5730 departures eff date subcontractor s affected on models mfg depts of div below affected reason dcnpso 004338 01 6 12 2019 n a n a n a revising the entire spec for ste implementation after incorporation of the departures all boeing defense systems and supporting provide uniform limitations s 7247, d1 4426 process code index sorted by process code amqs pp 416 340a cp plating cadmium electrodeposited bac 5701 341 cp 7108 cadmium plating types i amp ii pp 416 342 cp 7108 cadmium plating type iii bac 5701 343 cp 7108 cadmium plating type iii bac 5804 344 cp 7108 low hyd embrittlement cad ti plating mil c 8837 345 cp 7108 cadmium plating vacuum deposited, shot peening de acordo com as normas amqs s 13165 amqs 2430 amqs 2432 e boeing bac 5730 conforme revisada shot peening in accordance with standard amqs s 13165 amqs 2430 amqs 2432 and boeing bac 5730 as revised pgma page 3 de of 4 900 72a 03 13, bac 5730 spec boeing bac 5000 connect with facebook see what your friends know learn more title bac 5751 specification bing created date 5 4 2014 10 31 43 pm, your password is your key to protect your account it is provided for your exclusive use it should be protected from accidental disclosure and changed if you fear, bac 5719 aa chemical conversion coatings for aluminum psd all models 6 144 6 149 6 150 6 152 6 154 6 156 6 157 bac 5722 e copper plating bac 5725 h stripping organic materials psd all models bac 5730 r
shot peen psd all models 6 104 6 105 6 108 6 109 6 110, bac 5730 wichita ks boeing stress relief bac 5730 wichita ks boeing paint bac 5736 wichita ks boeing surface abrasion clean bac 5736 wichita ks boeing surface abrasion clean bac 5748 wichita ks boeing surface abrasion and clean plastic material bac 5748 wichita ks boeing abrasive clean bac 5748 type i wichita ks boeing, certificate of calibration to j442 test strip holder and gage for shot peening standard included qualifies to sae ams 2432c shot peening computer monitored standard and boeing bac 5730 shot peening standard also qualifies to ams 2430 shot peening automatic standard which requires use of the end stops on the 2 almen gage, 2 boeing bac 5730 m mar 25 1992 3 000 015 745 750 051 001 45 48 0015 3 pratt boeing requested a variation that didn t fall into the standard categories general 4 pl 0 itf8s5 mil s 13165c baep 2009 pps 17 034 fps 1032 pl itf312 gm 4283 p hsi02h ss87673 0, shot peen in accordance with bac 5730 bac 5730 2 boeing sopm 20 10 03 boeing sopm 20 10 10 boeing sopm 20 11 01 dps 4 999 inspect repair overhaul modify and test in accordance with manufacturer s maintenance instructions air carrier s data faa accepted data and or faa approved

Performed by GKN
August 20th, 2020 - BAC 5730 T Shot Peen PSD all models BAC 5730 1 D Shot Peen Forming PSD all models 6 12 BAC 5730 2 D Shot Peening Self Contained PSD all models 6 8 BAC 5736 AA Application of Chemical Solvent Resistant Finishes PSD all models PSD for 767 only 6 198 PSD for 787 only BAC 5748 V Abrasive Cleaning Deburring and Finishing

Approved Process Sources Orion Industries
September 14th, 2020 - This document is not a replacement for any Boeing controlled documents it is intended as a reference for the applicability of specifications and their deviations that are authorized by the D1 4426 BAC 5753 — CLEANING BAC 5730 — SHOT PEENING

SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT SPEC
SPECIFICATION
September 12th, 2020 - bac 5021 cadmium plating obsolete superseded by bac 5701 n a inactive bac 5022 sulfuric acid anodic films psds6 9 psds6 10 psds6 14 psds6 15 psds6 16 psds6 17 psds9 1 active h bac 5047 fluid tight fastener installation psds6 91 psds6 92 psds6 95 psds9 2 psds6 103 psds6 102 active k bac 5117 electrical bonding

Bac 5300 bjj infissipvcferro it
September 15th, 2020 - Bac 5300 Established in 1975 the Institute for Legislative Action ILA is the lobbying arm of the National Rifle Association of America ILA is responsible for preserving the right of all law abiding individuals in the legislative political and legal arenas to purchase possess and use firearms for legitimate purposes as guaranteed by

Boeing Environment Boeing Suppliers
September 12th, 2020 - BAC 5337 Application of Non Structural Wet Lay up Plies to Composite Panels BAC5412 Insulating and Joining Air Ducts BAC 5432 Casing and Potting with Resins BAC 5434 Rigid Urethane Foam In Place Plastics BAC 5481 Processing of Fluoropolymers BAC 5503 Sealing Sandwich Assemblies BAC 5504 Integral Fuel Tank Structure Sealing BAC
Certifications amp Approvals Peening Technologies
September 12th, 2020 - Boeing BAC 5730 BAC 5951 BAC 5730 1 DPS 4 999 Boeing D 1 4426 BAC 5730 BAC

Boeing Company — The ASKO Group
September 9th, 2020 - Boeing Company Abrasive Cleaning BAC 5748 Abrasive Cleaning PS 12040 Alkaline Cleaning BAC 5749 Alkaline Cleaning PS 12030 Anodize HP 4 2 Anodize HP 4 35 Shot Peen BAC 5730 Shot Peen DPS 4 999 Shot Peen HP 4 36 Shot Peen PS 14023 Shot Peen Flap Peen BAC 5730 2 Silver Plate BAC 5715 Silver Plate DPS 9 68

Electronics Inc 2 Almen Gage
September 10th, 2020 - • Qualifies to SAE AMS 2432D Boeing BAC 5730 and AMS 2430 AMS 2430 requires use of the end stops on the 2 Almen gage The Electronics Inc 2 Almen Gage check block and numbered Almen strips with coverage check finish

Foto a pagina intera
September 4th, 2020 - Boeing approved OMS as defined in Processor Requirements Sec 6 15 2 Chromic Acid Anodizing Class 1 and 3 Specification Number Qualit System BAC BAC 3632 BAC BAC 5632 SAC BAC 5730 BAC Chem Testing ASTM 8 117 Commodity None None None None None None None None None None None None None None None None None Shot Peening Cleaning

PROCESS SPECIFICATION LIST
September 15th, 2020 - bac 5730 r boeing bac 5736 w boeing bac 5750 r boeing bac 5755 ac boeing bac 5765 w boeing bac 5786 m boeing bac 5845 r boeing bac 5880 e boeing bac 5882 k boeing bac 5946 aa boeing bac5034 n boeing bac5307 u boeing bacd 2097 aa boeing bms 10 11 ac boeing bms 10 60 w boeing bms 10 79 r boeing bms

Delta Specialty Coatings

Aerospace Chemical Processing Services Skills Inc
September 13th, 2020 - Boeing – D1 4426 Chromic Acid Anodize DPS 11 01 3 Boeing – D1 4426 Chromic Acid Anodize MIL A 8625 Type I Boeing – D1 4426 Chromic Acid Anodize PS13201 Type I Class 1 Boeing – D1 4426 Sulfuric Acid Anodize D6 5000 F 14 2992 on 2024 6061 and 7075 Alloys Boeing D6 5000 Appendix A Sulfuric Acid Anodize BAC 5022

Shot Glass amp Ceramic Bead Roto Flapper Peening and Shot
August 12th, 2020 - Boeing Commercial Airplane BAC 5730 HP4 36
Almen Gauges Syntech Surface Finishing Specialist
September 12th, 2020 - qualifies to SAE AMS 2432C and Boeing BAC 5730 also qualifies to AMS 2430 which requires use of the end stops on the 2 Almen gage Gage Calibration Services Almen Gages should be calibrated annually to assure proper performance. We can perform all the necessary measurements to ensure compliance to standard or special Almen gage requirements.

LISTE DES APPROBATIONS CLIENTS TAE133 F05 Tricentenaire
September 9th, 2020 - BOEING BAC 5730 SP Grenaillage Shot peening BOEING BAC 5730 2 Flapper peening Grenaillage contenu Shot peening Self contained BOEING BAC 5746 NI Plaquage au nickel Électrodéposé Nickel plating Electrodeposited BOEING BAC 5804 Ti CAD Plaquage de Titane Cadmium à bas potentiel de fragilisation

Bac 5300 at compoagro it
August 14th, 2020 - Bac 5300 Bac 5300

Aero Mac Inc Quality
September 7th, 2020 - ISO 9001 2015 and AS9100 D Registered Boeing BAC 5730 amp DI 4426 AMS 2430 AMS S 13165 MIL S 13165 Bombardier BAPS 185 002 B F Goodrich Lord Corporation

SUB CONTRACT SPECIFICATION REVISION LEVEL BOEING
September 11th, 2020 - BAC 5730 R Shot Peening BAC 5751 L Standard for Cleaning Descaling and Surface Preparation of Ferrous Alloys BAC 5753 U Standard for Cleaning Descaling and Surface Preparation of Titanium amp Titanium Alloys BOEING WEB DOCUMENT SPEC REVISION TITLE SUB CONTRACT SPECIFICATION REVISION LEVEL BOEING PS21211 3 H

msl Boeing com Donuts
September 11th, 2020 - Boeing Specifications Page 1 of 6 For Programs 737 747 757 767 777 787 KC 135 Spec Rev Title Jun 2010 updated Performed by GKN in house as well as

AEROSPHERE LIST OF APPROVAL Nov 2018
June 19th, 2020 - Boeing Commercial Aircraft Saturation Shot PeeningBAC 5730 Boeing Commercial Aircraft BAC 5730 1 Peen Forming Bombardier Aerospace Saturation Shot Peening Of Metal PartsBAPS 185 002 Bombardier Aerospace BAPS 185 003 Peen Forming of Metal parts Bombardier DeHavilland Saturation Shot Peening for DePPS 17 03 Haviland
SP SHOT Steel abrasive for Shot Peening operations
September 10th, 2020 - BAC 5730 Boeing Other proprietary specifications
3 Health and Safety Available in 25 kg and 12.5 kg conical cans to prevent
musculoskeletal disorders and with plastic coated metallic handle for easy
and safe handling

BAC5730 2 Rev D Modified Flap Assembly Shot Peening
May 29th, 2020 - Per 5730 2 Rev D a modified flap assembly can be used
to roto peen radii lt 375 Rev C and gt 093 Rev D Nothing is noted
regarding the roto peen technique specifics i.e. RPM mandrel angle flap
assembly size masking etc After several communications with Boeing
experts we are still struggling to achieve coverage in small radii

MFN Metal Finishing News
June 3rd, 2020 - GT Baiker Metal Finishing Pte Ltd has been very pleased
to receive the Boeing approval BAC 5730 The approval procedure
exercised by the manufacturer Boeing is probably one of the strictest
known in the industry Since peening is declared to be a special process all
aspects involved are supervised in a detailed manner

PRIME PEENING TECHNOLOGIES OF CT PEENING TECHNOLOGIES
OF
September 11th, 2020 - Boeing • BAC 5730 • BAC 5951 • BAC 5730 1 •
DPS 4 999 Boeing D 1 4426 • BAC 5730 • BAC 5951 • DPS 4 999 • AMS
2430 • AMS S 13165 • P S 14023 • HP4 36 Bombardier • FAA EASA
Collins • Aerospace AMS 2430 • AMS S 13165 • HS102 • HS67 •
HS2062 • PN 14 30

FlapSpeed tool referenced in Boeing BAC 5730 2 rev D
September 11th, 2020 - FlapSpeed tool referenced in Boeing BAC 5730 2
rev D Publié le 08 01 2018 · Publié dans Prix Produits Shockform is
excited to inform you that Boeing’s newly released Specification
BAC5730 2 rev D now allows flapper peening without Almen Strips and
Saturation Curve when using the FlapSpeed® Controller

Shot Peening Vibratory Cleaning Ceramic Peening Glass
August 8th, 2020 - Industrial Metal Cleaning provides a variety of metal
peening and vibratory cleaning and polishing on site services including
aerospace certified metal cleaning and industrial metal shop services Call
us today at 314 621 4209

Boeing
September 13th, 2020 - We would like to show you a description here but
the site won’t allow us

Certifications O M P M s r l
June 19th, 2020 - O M P M List of certifications TPS 1001 Aermacchi TPS
1017 Aermacchi TPS 1020 Aermacchi TPS 9046 Aermacchi TPS 9055

Site OEM Process Specification
September 9th, 2020 - Boeing Paint BAC 5710 Grove OK Boeing Chem Film BAC 5719 Grove OK Boeing Paint BAC 5720 Grove OK Boeing Strip Paint BAC 5725 Grove OK Boeing Shot Peen BAC 5730 Grove OK Boeing Paint BAC 5736 Grove OK Boeing Abrasive Clean BAC 5748 Grove OK Boeing Alkaline Cleaning BAC 5749 Grove OK Boeing Solvent Clean BAC 5750 Grove OK

Boeing 3P Processing
September 11th, 2020 - BOEING BAC 5730 Shot Peening 500 BOEING BAC 5753 Cleaning Descaling of Titanium Method II Only 510 BOEING BAC 5793 Application Corrosion Resistant Finish for Integral Fuel Tanks manual touch up excluded for requiring approval 392 BOEING BAC 5821 Hard Anodizing Class 1 and 2 308 BOEING BAC 5861 Phosphate Fluoride

Boeing Daily News – 2018 06 28 – STATOPERATOR
June 22nd, 2020 - FlapSpeed tool referenced in Boeing BAC 5730 2 rev D 1 Bamboo Airways signe pour 20 Boeing 787 9 1 Governo dá aval a negócio entre Boeing e Embraer e ações 1 Will Boeing Be First With Hypersonic Plane 1 ????????? Boeing ???????? ??????? 100 ?? ??????? 1 ????????? iFly Boeing 747 400 ????

senior aerospace
September 13th, 2020 - Painting Process for Boeing Primer BMS 10 11 Type I BAC 5736 Topcoat BMS 10 11 Type II BAC 5736 Epoxy Primer BMS 10 79 BAC 5882 BAC 5730 Self Contained Shot peen Flapper penning for Boeing BAC5730 2 Assembly Process for Boeing SEALING GENERAL BAC5000 INSTALLATION OF PERMANENT FASTENERS BAC5004

A N and C Certified Almen Strips Electronics Inc
September 13th, 2020 - •Qualifies to SAE AMS 2432C and Boeing BAC 5730 •Qualifies to AMS 2430 which requires use of end stops on a 2 Almen gage Learn more about the EI Almen gage including its patented magnetic grip and foolproof end stops

MFG DEPTS OF DIV BELOW AFFECTED
September 11th, 2020 - bac 5730 departures eff date subcontractor s affected on models mfg depts of div below affected reason dcnpso 004338 01 6 12 2019 n a n a n a revising the entire spec for ste implementation after incorporation of the departures all boeing defense systems and supporting provide uniform limitations s 7247

D1 4426 PC Index sort by codeEF Boeing Suppliers
September 11th, 2020 - D1 4426 PROCESS CODE INDEX Sorted by Process Code AMS QQ P 416 340A CP Plating Cadmium Electrodeposited BAC 5701 341 CP 7108 Cadmium Plating Types I amp II QQ P 416 342 CP 7108 Cadmium Plating Type III BAC 5701 343 CP 7108 Cadmium Plating Type III BAC 5804 344 CP 7108 Low Hyd Embrittlement Cad Ti Plating MIL C 8837 345 CP 7108 Cadmium Plating
Vacuum Deposited

**ANAC Sistemas em Manutenção**
September 10th, 2020 - Shot Peening de acordo com as normas AMS S 13165 AMS 2430 AMS 2432 e Boeing BAC 5730 conforme revisada Shot Peening in accordance with standard AMS S 13165 AMS 2430 AMS 2432 and Boeing BAC 5730 as revised Págma Page 3 de of 4 F 900 72A 03 13

**bac 5751 specification Bing**
August 7th, 2020 - BAC 5730 Spec Boeing BAC 5000 Connect with Facebook See what your friends know Learn more Title bac 5751 specification Bing Created Date 5 4 2014 10 31 43 PM

Available log in options Boeing
May 24th, 2020 - Your password is your key to protect your account It is provided for your exclusive use It should be protected from accidental disclosure and changed if you fear

**BAC 5000 AR General Sealing GKN Aerospace**
September 13th, 2020 - BAC 5719 AA Chemical Conversion Coatings for Aluminum PSD all models 6 144 6 149 6 150 6 152 6 154 6 156 6 157 BAC 5722 E Copper Plating BAC 5725 H Stripping Organic Materials PSD all models BAC 5730 R Shot Peen PSD all models 6 104 6 105 6 108 6 109 6 110

**Site OEM Process Specification**
September 11th, 2020 - BAC 5730 Wichita KS Boeing Stress Relief BAC 5730 Wichita KS Boeing Paint BAC 5736 Wichita KS Boeing Stress Relief BAC 5736 Wichita KS Boeing Surface Abrasion Clean BAC 5736 Wichita KS Boeing Surface Abrasion Clean BAC 5748 Wichita KS Boeing Surface Abrasion And Clean Plastic Material BAC 5748 Wichita KS Boeing Abrasive Clean BAC 5748 Type I Wichita KS Boeing

**Almen Gauges Steel Abrasives Steel Abrasives**
September 12th, 2020 - Certificate of Calibration to J442 Test Strip Holder and Gage for Shot Peening standard included qualifies to SAE AMS 2432C Shot Peening Computer Monitored Standard and Boeing BAC 5730 Shot Peening Standard also qualifies to AMS 2430 Shot Peening Automatic Standard which requires use of the end stops on the 2 Almen gage

**Spring 1997 International Newsletter for Shot Peening**
September 13th, 2020 - 2 Boeing BAC 5730 M Mar 25 1992 3 000± 015 745 750 051± 001 45 48 ± 0015 3 Pratt Boeing requested a variation that didn t fall into the standard categories General 4 PI 0 ITF8S5 MIL S 13165C BAEP 2009 PPS 17 034 FPS 1032 PI ITF312 GM 4283 P HSI02H SS87673 0

Only Copy Reference Uncontrolled
September 13th, 2020 - Shot Peen In accordance with BAC 5730 BAC
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